
Summer Reading 2022
Pembroke Jr/Sr High School, Grades 7 and 8

Name:  _____________________________________________________________  Grade: ______

Assignment: Pick a book from your grade-level list or choose your own grade-level appropriate book, read it,
and answer ALL of the following questions. Be ready to attach this Google Doc to Google Classroom on THE
FIRST WEEK OF SCHOOL. This is a GRADED assignment that will be counted in the first quarter. Late or
incomplete work will be subject to points deductions or will not earn credit.

Happy Reading!

Title:

Author:

Total pages:

Setting (time and place of the story):

Who is the main character and what are three adjectives to describe that character? Give one sentence
for each adjective to explain WHY you would describe the character that way.

Main Conflict (the main problem in the story) and brief description:



Author’s Purpose: Was the author trying to persuade, inform, or entertain you with the text? What did the
author persuade you to do, inform you about, or how were you entertained?

Summarize the text in 5-8 sentences. Give information about the BIG events that happened in the text.

Rating: Out of five stars (the top rating), how many stars would you give the text? Explain your rating.

Making the Film: Pretend that you are a casting director and you’re going to make your summer reading
book into a film. Your job is to find the actors.  Who would you cast in the lead role(s)?  Why? (NOTE: You
may NOT choose actors or actresses who have ALREADY performed in a film version of your text.)



Writing Prompt

Write a paragraph response to the following prompt:

What is the central idea (main idea/theme) of the text?  How does the author use a literary tool (character,
setting, conflict), or other literary device to develop the central idea? What evidence (details/quotes) does the
author use to support the central idea?

In your response be sure to:
● Identify the author and title of the text
● Identify the central idea (main idea/theme)
● Explain how the author uses ONE literary tool or device to develop the central idea
● Use specific details/evidence from the text
● Include the page number for any quotes you use from the book
● Follow the conventions (spelling, grammar, punctuation) of standard written English


